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 SUMMARY : In this paper a simple modification of the limited information maximum
 likelihood method for estimating the co-efficients in a linear economic relationship containing
 two endogenous variables, is proposed. It is shown that under certain mild assumptions
 about the sample size, the modified estimators possess finite moments.

 1. Introduction

 Consider the ?-class estimators of the coefficients of a structural equation
 as defined by Theil (1971, p. 504). For these/estimators k can be either fixed
 or random. The consistency and asymptotic normality of these estimators
 are well established. The question of practical importance is whether the
 size of a currently available econometric sample is large enough to guarantee
 our reliance on the asymptotic theory. Recently, Anderson and Sawa (1979)
 have given a partial answer to this question by showing that the desirable
 asymptotic properties of the "fixed" ?-class estimator with k = 1 (which is
 otherwise known as the Theil-Basmann two stage least squares (2SLS)
 estimator) are not necessarily expected to be relevant to the cases that appear
 in practice. An interesting result of Anderson and Sawa (1979) is that the
 distribution of the limited information maximum likelihood (LIML) estimator
 (which is a member of the "random" ?-class estimators with ? > 1 almost
 surely) approaches normality much faster than that of 2SLS estimator. For
 this reason we may prefer the LIML estimator to the 2SLS estimator if the
 sample size is sufficiently large. However, as shown by Mariano and Sawa
 (1972), the LIML estimator does not possess moments of any positive integer
 order and thus is inadmissible relative to quadratic loss functions. The
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 moments of the limiting distribution of an estimator will not coincide with
 the limits of the moments of the corresponding sequence of distributions
 unless the necessary and sufficient conditions given in Lukacs (1975, p. 43,
 Theorem 2.3.4) are satisfied. One of these conditions is that the exact finite
 sample moments of the estimator exist and are finite. Since the moments
 of the LIML estimator do not exist, the normal distribution may not pro
 vide a good approximation to the distribution of the LIML estimator in finita
 samples.

 The purposes of the present paper are to present a simple modification
 of the LIML estimators of coefficients in a single equation containing two
 endogeneous variables and to demonstrate under mild restrictions on the
 sample size that the modified estimators possess finite moments. This investi
 gation is an extension of an earlier and similar study of the fixed ?-class
 estimators with 0 < k < 1 (Mehta and Swamy, 1978). The modified esti
 mators have the same limiting distribution as the unmodified estimators,
 and the Nagar (1959) type approximations for the moments of modified LIML
 estimator may be developed. These approximations are useful for obtaining
 a better approximation than the asymptotic approximation even for quite
 small samples, at least in some cases.

 The model and the corresponding estimators are given in Section 2 and
 the principal results on the existence of the moments for these estimators
 are given in Section 3.

 2. The model

 Consider the following i-th structural equation of a (^-equation model :

 y, = Yiri+X#i+ui9 ... (1)
 where y i is the T X 1 vector of observations on a left-hand endogenous variable,
 Y i is the TxGi matrix of observations on the endogenous variables which
 appear in the equation, X$ is the TxKt matrix of observations on the exogen
 ous variables that appear in the equation, u\ is the T X1 vector of disturbances,

 and yi and ?* are respectively Gtxl and K?xl coefficient vectors. Here
 Oi < 0. In the full model there are K?Ki other exogenous variables whose
 observations are given in the Tx(K?K?) matrix X*. We assume that
 K] = K?Ki > Ot. In addition it is assumed that u? is normally distributed,
 independent of X = (X(, X*), with mean zero and covariance matrix c^J.

 We assume that the TxK matrix X is "fixed'' and has full column rank for

 all r>i.
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 We write the reduced form equations for t/^ and Yt as

 Y0. = (yt \ yo = xtm; n.)+xx ; n*)+to; f.) ... (2)

 and assume that the rank of n* is G> We assume that the rows of (vt Vi)
 are independent drawings from a multivariate normal distribution with zero
 mean vector and positive definite covariance matrix

 r cou u>[2 ?2 =
 L co21 ?222 J

 Mi = I-XiiX'iX?-iX't and M = l-XiX'X^X'.

 The LIML estimator of y, is

 flf?(i) = (^?r?)~lr;^?, ... (3)

 where Qi = M%?IM and Z is the smallest root of | Y'0M?Y0?IY'0MY0\ = 0.
 It is well known that I is real and > 1 almost surely, see Theil (1971,
 503-504). Notice that the definition of the estimator (3) requires the assump
 tion that rank (X) = K. The LIML estimator of ?$ is

 bi(l) = (X\XiyiX'%(yi-YigL(l)). ... (4)

 Mariano and Sawa (1972) show that when X'X = Tl, and Qt = 1, the esti
 mators (3) and (4) do not possess finite moments of any positive integer order.
 We consider the Mehta and Swamy (1978) type modifications of the estimators
 (3) and (4) where the modifications guarantee the existence of the moments
 for certain sample sizes. The modification of the estimator (3),

 gXhli) = (Y'xQlllYi+lil)^riQlilyt ... (5)

 where Qlft = 7?Xi(X'iXi+/iI)'mlX,i-'IM and ?i > 0 is an arbitrary constant.
 Similarly, the modification of the estimator (4),

 0,(1, ?i) = (X.Xi+fil^X^yi- Yi9i(l, /?)). ... (6)

 Combining the estimators (5) and (6), we can write the modified LIML esti
 mator of 8j = (y?, fo)' as

 di(l,/i) = [Z-%(I-lM)Zi+iajrlZ'i(I-lM)yt, ... (7)

 where Zt = (Yf \ Xt).
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 The argument of Mehta and Swamy (1978, 3-4) can be utilized here
 to show that the estimator (7) approximates the restricted least squares
 estimator of 8? subject to a boundedness restriction on the squared length
 of 8$. Also, the representation (5) may be utilized to emphasize the errors
 in-variables-nature of the problem, see Zellner (1970) and Anderson (1976).
 On postmultiplying both sides of eq. (2) by (1 j y?)' and equating the resulting
 coefficients with those appearing in eq. (1) we obtain

 < = n;Yi. ... (8)
 If n* and II* were known an estimator of y* is

 (nrxrM^n'rmrxvM^x. ... (9)
 Since ix* and T?* are unobservable, we can approximate the estimator (9)
 by the estimation (5) because (7?C?lt7?+/.7) is an estimator of nfXJ'-tffXJE?
 and Y?Qhyi is an estimator of n*'Xf'_?#X*7t*.

 Thus Zellner (1970) and Anderson (1976) are able to establish a connection
 between the formulae defining estimators for errors-in-variables models and
 simultaneous equations. As pointed out by Anderson (1976, p. 8), the esti
 mator (5) is consistent as T ?> oo for a fixed value of K*. This clarifies the
 conditions under which the estimators for errors-in-variables models are
 consistent.

 To prove our results on the existence of the moments for the estimators
 (5) and (6), we need the following results. We define

 Kadiyala (1970) has shown that with probability 1

 **>Z> 1 .,. (11)
 and the matrix Z?(I?kM)Zi is positive definite for 0 < k < k*. Also, k*
 and I are real. We may rewrite the matrix Qi? in (5) as

 Qlft = /-xi(x:xi+/./)-ix:-_?+(/-/)_M = Qu+(I-1lM
 ... (12)

 where Qu = I-Xt(X?Xi+/iI)-lX?-M.

 3. Principal results

 We now specialize (5) to situations where there are two endogenous vari
 ables, i.e., Gi = 1. It is convenient to reparameterize eq. (1), in order that
 yt and Yx are independent. We let
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 where

 = TT Y =I ), \ COO O) / ? = ifMf-, T = | ) , cu = y^a
 cop CO

 p = co12/f?22, |2 = (cou?co?2/?222),

 tf* is independent of Y*. The estimator (5) can now be written as

 where ?* = ?/co and /i* = fi/a)2, see Mehta and Swamy (1978, p. 6).

 (14)

 Theorem : Given the model assumptions, if Ot = 1 and T?K > ?r, where
 r is an arbitrary positive integer, then the 2r-th moment of the estimator (14)
 exists.

 Proof : Inserting (12) into (14) gives

 W,M - (l-l)Y*'MY*+ T?Q,,Y?+?

 From the inequality in Rao (1973, p. 149, Problem 8(a)) we find that

 B\irt(l,/*)\' <0,(E\Bl\r+S\Bt\n

 where Gr = 1 for r < 1 and = 2r_1 for r > 1,

 and

 *i

 R?

 (l-l)(pY*'MY*{+exrMy*)
 (l-l)Y?'MY?+YrQuY;+fi*

 (pKQi?r;+t'YrQluyd
 (l-WMY?+YrQuY?+f

 (15)

 (16)

 (17)

 (18)

 Consequently, the r-th absolute moment of g*(l, ?i) is finite if the r-th absolute

 moments of Rt and 722 are finite. It follows by the inequality (11) that

 E\R?\r ^E  (l-l)(pYrMY*+eY*'Myl)

 and

 E\Rz\r<E
 (l-k*)Y*'MY;+ YXQuY*+ii*

 (19)

 (20)
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 The problem of showing the finiteness of the r-th absolute moment of
 g\{l, ft) thus resolves into the problem of showing the finiteness of the quan
 tities on the right-hand side of the inequalities (19) and (20). Since

 for Ot = 1 (from (10) and (13)), the right-hand side quantities of (19) and (20)
 can be written, respectively, as

 E\Ba\r = E  (l-l)(pY:MY*+?Y?Myl)

 and

 E\Bt\r = E

 Y'i[Xi(XlXi)-1Xi-Xt(TlXi+fiI)-^Xi\Yti+^

 Y'i[Xi(XiXi)-%-Xl(X'iXi+/i?)-^X^Y*+/i*l

 (21)

 (22)

 It now follows by application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (Lukacs,
 1976, p. 12) that

 (E\B3\r^^E(l-l)2rE  (pYTMY'+WMy*)  12'

 L7rtzl(z;x?)-1xi-z;(__:z?+/t/)-i__<]r;+/i*

 (23)

 Since MXt = 0 and Y* and y* are independent normal variables, the second
 factor on the right-hand side of the inequality (23) can be shown to be finite
 by recognizing that

 (i) pYVMY*+?Y*My* is independent of
 Y?lXXXiXJ-iX't-XXXlXt+fiiyiXJY'+M*,

 (ii) EipY?MY'i+f YVMy*)* < oo,
 (iii) Xi[(X'iXi)-1?{X'iXi-\-nI)-l~\X\ is positive semidefinite, and

 (iv) _7(rr[x?(zixj)-iz;-z?(z;x1+/t/)-iz;.]r;+/?*)-2r < e?i*-* < oo.

 To establish the finiteness of the first factor on the right-hand side of the
 inequality (23), we find that

 E(\-l?r < Ot(l+EPr) < C,(l+Ek**r)  (24)

 where Gr is as defined in (16) and the second inequality is based on the result
 in (11). Consequently, it suffices to show that

 Eh**
 -E[-Y?MY\\ <0?  (25)
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 Noticing that M and ___?? commute, we can write

 r ryjf.r, }*_Elll r/MM * 22r_x r / r/ftrir; f,

 ... (26)
 where the columns of px are the eigenvectors corresponding to T?K unit roots
 of both M and Mt and the columns of p2 are the eigenvectors corresponding
 to K?Ki unit roots of Mt and K?Kt zero roots of if. The variable
 Y'/p^p^Y* is independent of Y^'p^Y* because P2P2P1P1 == PiP\P2P2 ? ?*
 Further, YVp^Y* and Y*,p2p'2Y* are distributed as noncentral chi-square
 variables with T?K and K?Ki degrees of freedom respectively. These
 results show that the result in (25) is true if T?K > ?r. It remains now to
 establish the finiteness of E\R?\r in (22). This result can be shown to hold
 for any K?Ki > 1 by the use of the same argument as given in the proof
 of Mehta and Swamy's (1978) theorem. Alternatively, we can show that
 for any K?Ki > 1

 J. |?4|r < f-'E\pY*;QuY'M*Y*'Quy*\r < oo ... (27)

 because ?*t\X?X\Xi)-?X\?X?X'JLx+id)-'?X'i]7*i is nonnegative almost
 surely and

 ??!pr;.'ela7*+^^ <c*.
 Q.E.D.

 The conditions of the above theorem also guarantee the existence of
 the 2r-th moments for the estimator (6). To see this, consider the r-th
 absolute moment of an arbitrary linear combination of bi(l,fi), denoted
 E\c'bi(l,fi)\r. Again using the inequality in Rao (1973, p. 149, Problem
 8(a)), we obtain that

 E\c'bt(l,/i)\r< CriElc'tflXi+fil^XMi|f
 +B\&(riXi+/d)^X'iTigi(l9?)\r) ... (28)

 where it is assumed that G% = 1. The first term on the right-hand side of
 this inequality is finite because yt is a normal variable. The second term
 is also finite because by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequatliy

 (E | c'iX^Hr/*/)-1*; TaXh ?i) Ir)2

 < Elc^X^+?l^X^frxEy^^r. ... (29)
 The right-hand side of th s inequality is finite under the conditions of our
 theorem.
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 To recapitulate, this work establishes that the modified LIML estimators

 in (5) and (6) possess finite moments for all T greater than some finite number.
 This is a decided improvement relative to the usual LIML estimators which
 do not, in general, possess finite means for any T?K > 0, see Mariano and
 Sawa (1972).

 We remark that the estimators (5) and (6) do not exist when T <K
 because they involve the regular inverse of X'X. Specifically, the root I is
 not defined when T < K and rank (X) = T. In such cases we can use the
 Swamy and Holmes (1971) estimator. Further discussion of the Swamy
 Holmes estimator is given in Swamy (1979). For general purposes it appears
 usually preferable to use the estimators (5) and (6) for larger values of T?K > 0
 and the Swamy-Holmes estimator for smaller values of T. Anderson and
 Sawa's (1979) observations that (i) the distribution of the LIML estimator
 approaches normality much faster than that of the 2SLS estimator and
 (ii) the LIML estimator is generally median unbiased support this conclusion.

 We may consider the use of the estimators (5) and (6) in economic fore
 casting. If we have a set of values available for the exogenous variables for
 the period in which the forecast is made, say Xf, (where Xf is a K X1 vector)

 we can then predict a value denoted y^, of the left-hand side endogenous
 variable in (1) by using the partially restricted reduced form estimators implied
 by (5) and (6). We then obtain

 Vit=*#& \ <)' ... (30)

 nt = ?iugi(l, fi)+bi(l, fi),

 < = n*ttsr((i,/*),

 niu = (X'iM*ixi)-iriM<iYi,

 M^l-X^X*)"1^,

 ?iU(X\'X^X\f(Y^Xi?iU).

 The argument given in the proof of Theorem 3 of Swamy and Mehta
 (1979) may be used here to show that under the conditions of our theorem,
 the forecast (30) possesses finite moments. The conditions of our theorem

 are sufficient to allow Goldberger, Nagar and Odeh (1961) type approxima

 tions to be developed for the first and second-order moments of rc$ and ir*.

 where

 and
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